Rina Bakis
Now based in London, International artist Rina Bakis’ paintings have always a duality: They are energetic movements and
transformations depicting time and space and are sometimes unusual landscapes. Her images are full of colourful shapes
and lights making the observers fill with happiness.
www.instagram.com/Rina_bakis_art
Héloïse Bergman
In our current climate of social media, selfies, reality tv and CCTVs, the boundaries of public and private are becoming
ever more blurred. Blue Nudes is an experimental project questioning those boundaries.
www.instagram.com/flyingkiwichick
Raffaele Coletta
Raffaele's main passion is painting, mainly figurative and surrealist art. He also explores other artistic fields such as
illustrations, comics, storyboards, web and graphic design, animation and photography.
https://www.instagram.com/rafcoletta
Gio Cuison
I paint local tradesmen engaged in their daily task around Medway Town as they are my commercial acquaintance.
Through the use of sombre colours I try to depict them in the most unpretentious way.
https://www.facebook.com/Outhouse-FINE-ART-170005030397349/
Abbie Denton
Challenging perceptions of the marginalised society intrigues me. Focusing on real success stories opposed to media
coverage that dwells on negativity. My work is a spacial exploration of the aura retained in a place with migration in the
foreground.
www.abbiedenton.com
Joe Ellwood
My work is a way for me to deal with what is happening in the world that frustrates, excites or moves me. I like to create
works that are fun and satiracle and provoke a response or conversation.
www.instagram.com/pens_dens
Nicola Gurlacz
I am currently working on a series of collages and mixed media pieces focusing on the subject of 'fake news'.

Shahina Jaffer
Note 22 is based on the concept of abstraction and dimension. The background colour of nude and skin pantones are
infused with rich colours that are aimed to evoke emotions. The concept is based on a saying by Mark Rothko “A picture
lives by companionship, expanding and quickening in the eyes of the sensitive observer”.
www.justart247.com
Marc Martyr
Look beyond what!! "You tell me ". The world is changing, we must change with it . Look beyond yourself.
marc.martyr@googlemail.com

Selina Mayer
I am a visual artist working with analogue photography with mixed media elements. Made by hand in a traditional
darkroom, my prints draw attention to the tactile, physical nature of the piece and the subject.
www.selinamayer.com
Parjam Parsi
I write a poem for most of my works. I wrote this for "Integration 12": Like strands of distraught thoughts twisted
around the aging tree.
www.parjamparsi.com
Ivan Rérat
Ivan Rérat is an artist and designer living in London, UK.
www.ivanrerat.com

Kirstie Tebbs
Drawing inspiration from the awkward structure and forms in the nature surrounding our everyday lives, Tebbs aims to
showcase the presence of individual trees and environments through unlimited perceptions, the infinite, absence and
presence.
www.kirstietebbs.co.uk
Nichola Tuohy
I love art and enjoy experimenting with different materials and mediums. The narrative of my artwork is often connected
to my personal experiences and the subjects that I hold close. It's somehow little pieces of me released out there in the
world.
Adam Turk
I started to do various courses in art at the City Lit in 2002 with no previous training in art and completed a two year fine
art course in 2014 at the same institute. Drawing and painting have since become such stimulating forces for me in which
I have absorbed an attitude to the life I have lived and continue to live.
www.facebook.com/adam.turk.319
Sonya Blanche Vassell
The subject depicts a vibrant and edgy representation of the limitless social and collective desires within modern
societies and ideologies, symbolised thoughts and the imagination.
www.instagram.com/byblanchestudio
Jonathon David Wilks
Hidden Depths series of abstract paintings: Building multiple layers of acrylic paint within a predefined structure.
Depending on the angle viewed and how the light catches the canvas patterns emerge by coincidence, organically
formed.
www.instagram.com/jonathondwilks
David Woolfson
These paintings, from my Undiscovered Planets series, use space exploration as a metaphor for human imagination,
beliefs and feelings. Outer space and the human mind have one thing in common: they are Unlimited.
www.instagram.com/woolfsonpaintings
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